To bid on any of these items call 608-884-9593 and ask for Sarah, Emily or
Dana and they will get your bid posted or go to our FB event:
Thrifty to Nifty Silent Auction

Item #1
This is an antique hutch. It has removable shelves. It is 35” wide,
66” tall and 18 1/4” deep. The drawer opens as do the bottom
cupboards. This artist made this piece into a piece that could go in
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anyone’s home.
After

Item #2:
This is an end table made out of pieces from an end table, sewing
machine parts and wood pieces for stabilization. This artist had
left over pieces after making a bench and coffee table so she
made an end table. It is 15 1/2” wide, 26 “tall and 18” deep.
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Item #3
This is a rocking horse turned into a rockin unicorn! This group of
artists got creative with this project.
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Item #4
This artist made a center piece that will brighten up anyone’s day!
These mason jars were painted and sealed that will bring color and
joy all year long.

Item #5:
This cedar chest is 47 1/4” wide, 18” tall
and 15 1/2” deep. It has it original key
that will keep all your treasures safe.
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Item #6:
This children’s table is a must have for anyone with a young child
in their life. This artist incorporated the famous “You are my sunshine” into this piece that will brighten up anyone’s day!
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Item #7
This Christmas display will bring joy to anyone’s holiday. The
Christmas inspired cupboard pieces are removable so you can
organize it however you would like! It is 33 1/2” tall, 12 1/2”
wide and 9 3/8” deep.
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Item #8
This headboard, end table and decorative pieces make up this
solid bench that will hold not only decorative pillows but also
people! This is 15 1/4” deep, 50 1/4’ tall and 42 1/2”wide.
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Item #9
How much do you love your bird friends? Well if it is a lot this
piece is for you! This bird bath will make any bird happy! This is
33 1/2” tall.
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Item #10
This kitchen table is the perfect piece for anyone’s kitchen! This
table and chairs were refinished and painted to fit into your
home!
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Item #11
Need a display for your pictures or jewelry? If the answer is yes
we have the thing for you. This picture frame has a canvas
background with chicken wire to hold any thing you would like to
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display.
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Item #12
This shelf will display all of your pictures and other items that
you like to showcase. This 11 year old created this out of a few
pieces of wood, shower curtain hooks and other items! This is
59” long and 11 5/8” deep
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Item # 13
This young lady went learned how to paper mache and created
this reminder for everyone to Be Safe during this pandemic.
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Item #14
This end table is the perfect place for you doggy friend. Your dog
will feel safe and comfortable in this end table/doggy home.
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Item #15
Who knew that an ironing board could be changed into a coffee
table? This artist took time to add special features to hold
remotes, newspapers, or magazines. The dimensions for this is
54” long, 14 5/8 deep and 16 1/2” tall.
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To bid on any of these items
call 608-884-9593 and ask
for Sarah, Emily or Dana and
they will get your bid posted
or go to our FB event: Thrifty
to Nifty Silent Auction

